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Tissue-like organic electrochemical transistors
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Organic bioelectronics has gone wild over the past few decades. As flagship devices, organic

electrochemical transistors (OECTs) provide a new choice for next-generation bioelectronic devices

because of their excellent water stability and ability to convert small ionic signals to stronger electronic

signals (iontronic amplifiers) at extremely low voltage. However, device failure occurs when OECTs are

introduced at tissue-electronic interfaces due to the mechanical mismatch between the stretchable

tissues and the non-stretchable devices. Tissue-like OECTs aim to make a paradigm shift to unlock the

potential of OECTs for applications at soft bioelectronic interfaces by acquiring the mechanical

stretchable and healable properties of soft tissues. The stretchability allows OECTs to conform better

with soft tissues under motion or deformation, while the self-healing ability permits fast recovery of the

electronic functionality after accidental damage. In this article, we highlight the recent trends in

developing tissue-like OECTs. Challenges in materials, devices, fabrications, and applications are

summarized. Finally, we present our view on how tissue-like OECTs can serve as a new building block

to impact exciting new areas, including wearables and implantable medical devices, e-skin, soft robotics,

and soft neuroelectronics.

Bioelectronics is a fast-rising discipline involving biology,
electronics, chemistry, materials science, and medicine.1,2 Bio-
electronic devices are essential medical technologies for the
early prediction, screening, diagnosis, and treatment of dis-
eases. Examples include pacemakers, cochlear implants, and
neuron probes.

When used for recording health-related signals in vivo, such
as deep brain activities, bioelectronic devices are expected to
have the following merits to promote their use in practical
situations: (i) good biocompatibility to minimize the foreign
body reaction. Organic electronics stand out here because they
are naturally similar to human tissues.2 This advantage gives
rise to the field of organic bioelectronics;2 (ii) high stability in
body fluids. While very few organic bioelectronic materials can
meet this need, PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate) is an exception;3 and (iii) high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) to lower the limit of detection. In this regard,
transistor transducers are used to amplify the signal in situ.4

The combination of the above three merits points to a fast-
rising bioelectronic device, the organic electrochemical tran-
sistors (OECTs).5,6 In OECTs, the ionic electrolyte replaces the
dielectric layer that is used in common field-effect transistors
(FETs) (Fig. 1). The use of an electrolyte as the gating media
lowers the operation voltage to less than 1 V due to the large
capacitance of the electrical double layer formed at the inter-
face between the electrolyte and a solid conductor. The low
operation voltage permits its use inside the human body. It is
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called an electrochemical transistor, not a FET, because the
current modulation is achieved by the electrochemical reaction
of the channel. In the case of PEDOT:PSS-based OECTs, the
conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS thin film channel can be
manipulated through a reversible doping/de-doping process.

OECTs have distinct advantages over other biotransistors.7–9

First, both the oxidized state and reduced state of the PEDOT:
PSS-based OECTs are stable in harsh environments, such as in
water or at high temperatures. Second, the freely movable ions
in the electrolyte can penetrate into the bulk of the channel.
This step leads to a higher sensitivity (transconductance) over
FETs because the bulk modulation allows the gate to control
the conductance state of polymers along the whole channel
thickness (volumetric doping), while a FET only allows surface
doping.10 Third, the nature of electrophysiological signals of a
living creature is an ionic activity, such as action potential,
which is analogous to the operation of OECTs.

In addition to the above properties, the fabrication of OECTs
is compatible with facile low-temperature printing techniques,
making them competitive for large-scale production at a relatively
low cost compared to conventional fabrication approaches.
Altogether, these merits make OECTs a highly endorsed technol-
ogy for bioelectronic applications such as biosensing circuits and
emerging neuromorphic hardware.

Despite the success of OECTs in the past decade, an additional
issue arises when they are introduced to the device/tissue interface:
the inherent mechanical mismatch between the device and the
tissue causes stability issues.11–13 For example, motion-induced
displacement and delamination impair the stability and reliability
of signaling and may damage the surrounding tissues.

Tissue-like OECTs aim to develop soft, stretchable and
healable OECTs to improve their interfacing with tissues (Fig. 1).
Stretchable OECTs could minimize the mechanical mismatch
toward improved signaling reliability during movement. Self-
healing properties could increase the lifetime of the devices when
suffering from accidental damages. Because of their potential
applications in wearable and implantable medical devices, soft
robotics, and soft neuroelectronics, tissue-like OECTs have taken
shape in the past few years.

The major difference between tissue-like OECTs and con-
ventional OECTs is the acquisition of additional mechanical
properties of soft tissues. It includes the replacement of rigid
materials with new low-modulus materials systems for device
assembling, the design and fabrication strategies for higher
stretchability, and the molecular-level design strategies for
stretchability and healability. The ultimate tissue-like OECTs
are expected to integrate materials of low modulus, high
stretchability and reversible healability in one device, while

Fig. 1 Schematic of an OFET, EGOFET, OECT and tissue-like OECTs.
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maintaining high electrical performance and stability com-
parable to a rigid device. For material selection, in addition
to low modulus, high stretchability, and molecular-level
designed healability, biocompatibility and water-stability are
also critically needed for practical body-centric wearable and
implantable applications.

The rise of stretchable OECTs

While the deformation of a bent fiber was used to demonstrate
a stretchable device,14 truly stretchable OECTs were missing
until 201715 (Fig. 2). In this device architecture, PEDOT:PSS
thin films were used as the channel material. PEDOT:PSS is a
unique mixed ion-electron conductor where the p-conjugated
systems in the PEDOT backbones provide conduction pathways
for electrons, while the hydrophilic PSS backbones provide
conduction pathways for ions. PEDOT chains and PSS chains
entangle together.16 This unique structure leads to efficient ion-
electron interaction and conversion once a gate voltage is applied.
Before assembling fully stretchable OECTs, the composition of
PEDOT:PSS was systematically investigated to ensure the resultant
film can maintain stable electrical performance and stability in
aqueous environments.17 Besides, a particular fluorinated photo-
resist, non-reactive with fragile organic electronic materials,18 was
used to pattern high-quality PEDOT:PSS films on plastic and
elastomers.

The first fully stretchable tissue-like OECTs were demonstrated
with the buckling method.15 A stretchable solid-state tough hydro-
gel was brought from other disciplines to endow the device with
full stretchability.19 The adhesion between the hydrogel and the
substrate was investigated to prevent delamination under strain.
Orthogonal photolithography and parylene transfer-patterning
manufacturing technologies were combined as the manufacturing

strategy to enable the assembling of stretchable OECT microarrays
with a channel length less than 10 mm. Afterward, alternative
strategies were used to fabricate structurally stretchable OECTs,
including the use of laser ablation to pattern metallic inter-
connections with stretchable serpentine structures20 and the
creation of a stretchable honeycomb grid on ultrathin parylene
substrates.21 Significantly, in vivo experiments of the latter one
proved that, when used for monitoring the electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals on the heart surface of rats, stretchable OECTs
boosted the SNR to 52 dB because their high conformability
helped suppress motion artifacts.21 These results are exciting
as they experimentally confirmed that OECT technology does
outperform other competitive bioelectronic technologies in
obtaining a high SNR, not only under static conditions (52.7 dB)22

but also under moving conditions (52 dB) if a stretchable device can
be used.21

While structurally stretchable OECTs are relatively easier to
realize, there are potential limitations for practical applications
because of the fragility of the artificially constructed stretchable
structures. This problem drives the development of more
tissue-like intrinsically stretchable OECTs.23,24 For intrinsically
stretchable OECTs, the stretchability comes from the inherent
mechanical properties of the materials rather than device
structures.25 Even though intrinsic stretchability is a natural
advantage of organic bioelectronics over other bioelectronic
technologies, it remains challenging to assemble an intrinsically
stretchable OECT, mainly because of the lack of mature materials
systems that can show both suitable electrical properties and
intrinsic stretchability, which are considered mutually exclusive.

The first intrinsically stretchable OECTs were demonstrated
in 201923 (Fig. 2a). This is made possible by the strategical
selection of suitable intrinsically stretchable materials to serve
as metallic electrodes, semiconducting channels, hydrogel
electrolytes, and insulating layers, respectively. Special efforts

Fig. 2 Stretchable OECTs: (a) Optical images of a stretchable OECT. Adapted with permission from ref. 22 copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH; (b) stretchable
OECT microelectrodes arrays (10 � 10) with channel length down to 5 mm. Adapted with permission from ref. 14 copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society; (c) strain test of the stretchable system. Adapted with permission from ref. 32 copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH; (d) stretchable OECT e-skin. Adapted
with permission from ref. 33 copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.
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were dedicated to processing materials for better intrinsic
stretchability. For the PEDOT:PSS channel, it is found that
thinner films and lower baking temperature are essential to
maximizing intrinsic stretchability on elastomers.23 For the
metallic electrodes, reducing the thickness could help gain
the intrinsic stretchability on an elastomer through the for-
mation of microcracks.26 The resultant intrinsically stretchable
OECTs maintained stable electrical performance under 30%
strain (the maximum value the skin can be stretched to).

The demonstration of intrinsically stretchable OECTs further
promotes the use of OECTs for soft bioelectronic applications.
For example, it was later demonstrated that intrinsically stretch-
able OECTs can be used to make stretchable neuromorphic
transistors to mimic the synaptic function of a neuron.24

Recently, the performance bottleneck of intrinsically stretchable
OECTs has been successfully overcome. The first intrinsically
stretchable PEDOT:PSS OECT with rigid-device-benchmarkable
performance was developed by using low-oxygen permeable
elastomers as substrates to improve the de-doping efficiency
of PEDOT:PSS thin films.27 Intrinsically stretchable OECTs
hold the potential to serve as a fundamental building block
for developing e-skins, artificial neurons, and chip-level soft
neuroelectronic systems, which may provide artificial intelligence
for future soft robotics.

The rise of self-healable OECTs

Self-healing is a unique property of soft tissues. Self-healable
electronics aim to repair damage autonomously, which can
potentially increase their lifetime.28 The prerequisite to obtaining
self-healable OECTs is to develop healability for these materials
used for device assembling. The self-healing ability of a given
material is usually demonstrated with a 3D shape of greater
thickness. However, the OECT is a thin-film semiconductor
device where the thickness of each functional layer is typically
less than 1 mm, making it difficult to gain self-healing ability.

It is observed that PEDOT:PSS thin films (as thin as 1 mm)
damaged with a sharp blade can be electrically healed by simply
wetting the damaged area with a water droplet29 (Fig. 3). The
process is rapid, with a response time of 150 ms. Significantly,
after being wetted, the films are transformed into autonomic self-
healing materials without the need for external stimulation. This
observation reveals the self-healing properties of PEDOT:PSS thin
films which was later used to develop various self-healing organic
bioelectronic devices.29–33

The first self-healing OECTs were demonstrated by using the
wet PEDOT:PSS film as the channel material.29 The OECTs
autonomically restored their electrical performance after cut-
ting the channel with a razor blade. This work proves that

Fig. 3 Self-healable OECTs: (a) optical images of the PEDOT: PSS channel before and after water-enabled healing; (b) the healing process restored the
conductance of the film and switched on the light-emitting diode; (c) schematic of the water-enabled healing process; (d) real-time current
measurement of the wetted PEDOT:PSS thin film upon cutting with razor blades; (e) demonstration of self-healable OECTs where the wetted
PEDOT:PSS film was used as the channel. The transfer curve remained identical after damage. Adapted with permission from ref. 27 copyright 2017
Wiley-VCH.
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autonomous self-healing ability is achievable in a thin-film
semiconductor device (less than 1 mm of thickness). The ability to
obtain the self-healing ability in OECTs of smaller film thicknesses
has several advantages. For example, there is no need to sacrifice the
electrical performance such as the response time and on/off ratio,
which happens in devices with greater channel thicknesses.

All-solid-state self-healable OECTs were later demonstrated
by processing the PEDOT:PSS channel with a surfactant.32 The
device showed a high on/off ratio of above 1000, a high trans-
conductance of 54 mS, and a fast response time of less than 10 ms,
promoting their use for practical bioelectronic applications.

The self-healing ability and the stretchability were later
combined in an injectable PEDOT:PSS hydrogel fiber.34 These
ultrathin fibers were fabricated through a syringe-extrusion
method. The fiber is capable of being used as the channel
material for OECTs. The freeze-drying method was used to induce
a porous microscopic structure in the fiber to facilitate ion
penetration into the channel for facile doping/de-doping. The
wetted fiber is capable of being stretchable up to 20% of its initial
length with healability due to the dynamic hydrogen bonding.

Tissue-like OECTs for soft
bioelectronic applications

Because of the potential for soft bioelectronic applications,
tissue-like OECTs have become the research interest of more
and more research groups in Canada,15,29 the United States,34–37

China,38,39 Japan,21 Korea,40,41 Singapore,32,37,42 Italy,20 etc.
Emerging research directions include, but not limited to, the
design and processing of stretchable materials systems,23,32,42

the development of advanced manufacturing technologies,23,43

interface engineering,27 the optimization of device performance
and stability,27,42 and the efforts toward system-level integration
(Fig. 4).

Wearable and implantable biosensing circuits

Tissue-like OECTs can find several applications in wearable and
implantable biosensing. They have already been used as stretch-
able microelectrode arrays to improve the ECG signaling quality
in vivo.44 Another example is to develop soft brain probes for
disease monitoring and brain-machine interfaces.45 In addition
to obtaining a higher SNR, the stretchable OECT probe has the
potential to minimize the motion artifacts and avoid tissue
damage under dynamic motion. Tissue-like OECTs can also
find applications in developing smart bandages for wound
management.46 The improved mechanical properties allow
seamless integration with soft bandage. Besides, stretchable
OECTs can be used as surgically implanted spinal stimulation
devices to help paralyzed people recover.47 For in vivo bio-
electronic applications, tissue-like OECTs are supposed to seam-
lessly and harmlessly interface with the living tissues and organs
such as human brain, which favors the use of materials with
lower modulus. For specific applications like brain probes, the
stretchability of the device should achieve about 10% with

Fig. 4 Applications of tissue-like OECTs: (a) a coin-sized wearable analytical unit (PERfECT platform) for wireless characterization of OECTs and similar
low-voltage transistors. Adapted with permission from ref. 36 copyright 2022 American Chemical Society; (b) tissue-like stretchable OECTs for pressure
sensor and e-skin applications. Adapted with permission from ref. 34 copyright 2021 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; (c) demonstration of
tissue-like OECTs for soft neuroelectronic applications. Adapted with permission from ref. 36 copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.
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modulus o 100 kPa.13,44 Advanced soft fabrication strategies
are needed to enable the fabrication of micro OECT arrays
for multiplexed signal detection. Last but not least, extreme
biocompatibility is required for in vivo uses. Bio-derived elasto-
mers or tissue-derived hydrogels are emerging materials for
such applications to facilitate the development of living electro-
des or living OECTs.

To make a truly wearable system, a compact and wireless
OECT readout unit is indispensable. For practical use, the size
should be compatible with a smartwatch so that they can find
more applications. The challenge in developing such a unit is
how to maintain high accuracy during system miniaturization.
This conflict was not solved until the recent development of a
wireless OECT readout unit, namely ‘‘personalized electronic
reader for electronic and chemical transistors (PERfECT)’’38

(Fig. 4a). The coin-sized PERfECT chip has a high resolution
of current reading (1 nA), high sampling rates (200 KSPS), and
can characterize the overall performance of low voltage transistors
including OECTs. PERfECT can measure 32 OECTs simulta-
neously and has been commercialized by SESIC Co., Ltd.38

Wireless and truly wearable systems have been demonstrated with
stretchable OECTs for the detection of glucose concentrations.

Soft electronic skin

Skin is organic, stretchable, self-healable, and processes signals
electrochemically. Besides, its high sensitivity is realized at an
ultralow voltage. Tissue-like OECTs possess all these unique
properties and thus can serve as a new device paradigm to
mimic the function of the skin. Skin-inspired sensitive pressure
sensors have been demonstrated based on soft OECTs using a
microstructured hydrogel electrolyte36 (Fig. 4b). The pressure
sensor can detect a subtle pressure as low as 20 Pa, with a low
power consummation of less than 10 mW. There is plenty of
room to explore the potential of tissue-like OECTs further to
mimic the skin’s multi-point and multi-modal functions,48

finally reaching a point where thin-film OECT e-skins can be
used for soft robotics and the non-invasive measure of human
activities under natural conditions.

For e-skin applications, conformability is currently a major
concern. The elastic bending energy (EE) can be used to

evaluate the conformability of tissue-like OECTs on a soft
substrate, which is described by the Elasto-capillarity model
shown as following equations:49

EE ¼
Bwl

2r2
(1)

B ¼ Eh3

12ð1� v2Þ (2)

where B is the bending stiffness, w is the width of the device, l is
the length of the device, r is the curvature radius of the contact
cylinder, E is the Young’s modulus, h is the thickness and v is
the Poisson’s ratio of the device. Apparently, decreasing the
thickness and modulus of tissue-like OECTs is the most efficient
way to obtain higher conformability for e-skin applications.

Decreasing the thickness is straightforward, but the decrease
of the modulus is limited by the use of the conducting polymer
(e.g., PEDOT:PSS) which has a higher modulus. One way to
decrease the modulus of the conducting polymer is to blend it
with softer stretchability enhancers. The other way is to use low-
modulus substrates, while maintaining a high stretchability of
PEDOT:PSS OECTs by strain engineering.

Tissue-like OECTs focusing on e-skin applications are
expected to obtain a stretchability of at least 30% (maximum value
of skin deformation).13,23 Higher stretchability (i.e., 430%) should
not be overemphasized as it is likely not required for most
practical applications. Another concern is the skin irritation issue,
which raises the demand for biocompatibility and breathability. In
addition, transparency, water-stability, and self-adhesive properties
are also needed in specific application scenarios.

Soft neuroelectronics hardware

Brain-inspired computing is challenging the conventional von
Neumann systems because of its energy efficiency and the ability
to sense, process, and actuate in a single entity.50 Tissue-like
OECTs allow the development of softer neuromorphic computing
devices by replacing the current non-stretchable systems.
Examples have been shown of using stretchable OECTs to
demonstrate a stretchable synapse37,40 (Fig. 4c). Along this line,
tissue-like OECTs may facilitate the development of more

Fig. 5 Timeline of developing stretchable and self-healable OECTs.
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neuron-like devices because of their similar working mechanism.
They own the potential for developing soft neuroelectronic devices
and systems for soft artificial neural networks (ANNs), wearable
edge computing, and soft robotic applications. For computing
applications, the performance of tissue-like OECTs are expected to
be comparable with the rigid device. For one thing, they can be
better integrated with the rigid-device based circuits. For the other,
higher performance (such as higher on/off ratio) may increase
the number of the conductance states for advanced in-memory
computing applications.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have highlighted tissue-like OECTs for soft
bioelectronics applications (Fig. 5). We see several opportunities
where stretchable and healable OECTs can facilitate the develop-
ment of advanced wearable and implantable biosensors, e-skins,
and soft robotics. Moreover, we demonstrate that tissue-like
OECTs could be a new paradigm for making soft artificial
neurons for soft neuroelectronics because of their greater
similarities in terms of the material properties, the working
mechanism, and the ability to harvest high sensitivity at low
voltage.

For tissue-like OECT research, it is essential to form a balanced
research team with interdisciplinary backgrounds including semi-
conductor devices, electrochemistry, soft and healable electro-
nic materials, advanced manufacturing, and mechanics
(Fig. 6). Besides, electronic engineers and software engineers

are indispensable to enabling their integration for translational
applications. Communication between disciplines can be
challenging at the beginning. However, once the code is
decrypted, the high synergy of an interdisciplinary team will
be a powerful engine to address specific challenges by decoding
it into languages that all can understand.

While pushing the paradigm shift from flexible/fragile to
stretchable/healable is encouraging, many challenges exist, ranging
from materials, interfaces, device performance, manufacturing,
and prototyping for practical applications. Some examples are:
(i) intrinsic stretchability needs to be obtained for all units
without sacrificing too much of electrical properties; (ii) it is
challenging to realize scalable manufacturing of tissue-like soft
OECTs with conventional microfabrication technologies. This
conflict can be mitigated by using printing technologies to
process and pattern those soft materials on a case-by-case
basis;51 (iii) poor adhesion between layers of soft bioelectronic
devices deteriorates the device’s performance and stability.
Interface engineering is a must to stabilize the system, and
customizable design should be available to expand their appli-
cations for personalized uses. Besides, non-living electrodes and
the limited biomimetic functions of tissue-like OECTs prevent
their diverse applications. Therefore, living, biocompatible
electrodes and more artificially constructed bionic features still
need to be developed.

Despite these challenges, we believe tissue-like OECTs have a
bright future because of the rise of soft implantables, soft wear-
ables, and soft robotics. Tissue-like OECTs could be a key supple-
ment to the toolbox of current soft bioelectronic technologies.

Fig. 6 The transdisciplinary approaches toward tissue-like OECTs. Synergetic engineering efforts are required, including semiconductor device physics,
electrochemistry, stretchable and healable materials,52,53 advanced manufacturing, and device mechanics. Specific investigations are needed to balance
the electrical performance, electrochemical performance, mechanical performance, cyclic stability, water stability and lifetime.
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Beyond these exciting areas, the study of tissue-like OECTs itself is
important to extend our understanding and knowledge on this
technology, such as their maximum mechanical potential.

Finally, we wish to pass some remarks to newcomers. Tissue-
like OECTs is a highly transdisciplinary topic (Fig. 6). While it is
easy to demonstrate a device, it is a long journey before one can
truly advance the boundary because of those challenges men-
tioned above. Before starting, it is suggested to conduct a
detailed study on the fundamentals of OECTs first, followed
by chasing the frontline of soft semiconductors (conducting
polymers), soft electrolytes (ion-gels, hydrogels), soft conduc-
tors, and design and fabrication strategies for stretchable
electronics. Once you are truly engaged in a topic that is cutting
the edge, you will gradually enjoy the fulfillment of each day’s
progress. This should be the same for all scientific research.
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